ApexSketch™ v7

All Your Sketching Needs

One Program.

APEX

SOFTWARE & SERVICES
PLUS - New and Improved Photometrics Module!

ApexSketch™ v7 brings our powerful desktop and agile mobile sketching solutions together in a single program
making it the all-in-one answer for your sketching needs! Its seamless design adapts to your style of drawing and
eliminates the need for multiple software applications. Whether drawing with keyboard & mouse, active pen or with
your finger, ApexSketch v7 has you covered.

Take Your Pick

ApexSketch v7 supports the majority of current hardware platforms designed to support Windows® 10 | 8.

•
•
•

Keyboard & Mouse: If you’re an existing user, don’t worry. You can still draw with your mouse or arrow
keys along with distance and direction input just as you have in the past. The primary drawing commands
you’ve become accustomed to are still there making for an easy and painless transition.
Active Pen (Inking): For Windows® Tablet PCs equipped with an Active Digitizer (pen), ApexSketch v7
allows you to draw lines directly on your screen just as you would with pencil & paper.
Touch: You’ll enjoy the simplicity of our tap and draw Touch Panel design. Everything you need to draw in
the field is literally at your fingertips.

Apex Mobile Options

For professionals looking to go mobile, Apex partners with vendors to make
your Apex data available in the field for streamlined sketch edits/creation and
data collection.

ASK US FOR MORE DETAILS!

800.858.9958
apexwin.com/assessor

SKETCH SERVICES POWERED BY APEX
Sketch Verification

Got Paper Sketches?

We’ll validate your sketches based on your current imagery and deliver
a georeferenced building layer where each building is scored according
to its variance of what actually exists on each parcel!

Sketch Creation & Modification

For improved parcels with no sketch data or sketches that need to be
modified, Apex will use your imagery to create and/or modify sketches
in Apex Software or another CAMA/Sketch system!
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Let Apex convert your hand drawn PRCs into fully editable
Apex and non-Apex sketches! We provide a cost and time
effective solution.
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Can You Afford to be 43% Wrong?

Our experience processing more than 3 million parcels in over 75
jurisdictions has discovered, on average, 43% of the sketch data
does not match what’s currently on the ground.
Sketch Does Not Match Imagery
Found Unsketched Building
Sketch Matches Imagery
Obstructions on Imagery
Other

Sketch Analysis (clean-up)

Apex can run fact-finding tools against your Apex sketches to identify problem
areas. We can provide you with the analysis to work the problems yourself or
develop a plan to fix them for you.

No Apex? No Problem!

Although we’ve been the most trusted source
for sketching software and services since 1988,
you don’t have to have ApexSketch files to
benefit from our services.

Sketch Conversion
• Legacy sketches to Apex or SHP
• Apex to image format or SHP
• Promote Apex sketches to latest version

800.858.9958

